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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Another AGM is over and we can now get on with the important projects in which
the Friends can take part during the next twelve months.
Thanks to those who attended and participated in the meeting, and a big 'thank
you' to Jamie Shepherd for capping off the evening with his magnificent slides taken on
one of his walks in the Himalaya. Jamie's informative commentary added depth to the
presentation.
One big disappointment was the dearth of people willing to put something back into
walking by becoming a Council Member and participating in plotting the future course of
the Friends. In order to meet our constitutional requirements we need another three or
four people who are willing to be co-opted onto Council. The duties are not onerous if
fairly shared, so if you can help please 'phone the office, or myself if you need more
information.
A couple of the interesting and important items coming up for Council consideration
are funding of Trail projects and Trail promotion.

Arthur Smith
President

WANTED

Doug Paice is retiring as Editor of Trailwalker, but will still assist with printing.
We need another Editor, plus some people willing to take a turn at typing
Trailwalker. Please leave your names at the Office ('phone 212 6299).
On behalf of all members, thanks a lot Doug, for your work over the years.

Arthur Smith
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MEMBERSHIP FORM
The Membership Secretary, Friends of Heysen Trail and Other Walking
Trails Inc.
10 Pitt Street,Adelaide, S.A. 5000 phone 212 6299
Please (renew my membership)
Please ( enrol me as a member)
delete one
I enclose $ _ _ _ for years ( max. 3 years )
Membership fees are$ 15 (single), $24 (family).
NAME ____________________________________________

ADDRESS _____________________________________________

POST CODE____________

PHONE-------

THANK YOU

A big 'thank you' to Rossi Boots for their generous sponsorship to the value of
$1000.00 to the Friends.
The money will be used to provide a Water Tank, Shelter and Toilet in the Mount
Crawford Forest area.
The best way you can help show your appreciation is to 'think Rossi' the next time
you need footwear.

Arthur Smith
President
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JAGUNGAL WILDERNESS WALK

The annual "Bogong Boys" backpacking expedition occurred during the second
week of February in a remote area of the Jagungal Wilderness section within the
Kosciusko National Park. Two new chums, George Driscoll and Ric Trutwin (official diary
keeper), joined original group members Colin Edwards, Mike Fretwell and Bradley Howell
for the 2400 km round trip to the New South Wales Highlands.
The first day's travel to our overnight stop at Wangaratta (860km) was uneventful
other than when we changed drivers and took on fuel at Tailem Bend. A new chum , full
of anticipation and excitement, promptly headed back to Adelaide, unaware we had
crossed over the highway to purchase the petrol !
The next section of the journey into the mountains was over steep and windy, often
unsealed and under repair roads affording the passengers glimpses of rugged mountain
scenery, if and when they were game enough to open their eyes. We arrived at the
Sawpit Creek Ranger's office by late afternoon where we left details of our walk and next
of kin. We then camped at Island Bend nearby, where we distributed the week's food
ration (evenly) between us and had our traditional "weigh-in". A new chum was most
impressed with the friendliness and fairness of the group until he real ised (well into the
walk) that his share of the food was not required until near the end and thus his load
remained constant while his "friend's" pack-weight decreased. What are new chums for?
The walk started at 8.30am the next morning from the Guthega Power Station and
followed a fire trail up alongside an enclosed viaduct. The day was bright and sunny, just
like our disposition. At midday we had lunch at Whites River Hut alongside two pristine
flowing streams. Lunch each day consisted of metwurst, cheese, salmon dip, pitta and
pumpernickel bread - and clear, cool water. We found the following poem attached to the
back of the hut door:
'Bushwalkers Plea '
From hailstorm and fogs
and mosquito bogs;
Snakes on the track
and an overnight pack;
Boots that cause blisters
and rain shrouded vistas;
Protect and preserve us
These things make me nervous.

We left the track at Schlink's Pass and for the next two days we practised our map
reading and compass direction skills as we proceeded cross-country to Mount Gungartan
(height 2068m) and beyond. We soon discovered the benefit of pulling our gaiters up
over our knees (Bogong boys ALWAYS wear shorts) to protect skin from the scratchy,
stubborn heath. Our campsite area, so carefu lly selected , appeared to be the site of a
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large corroboree for ants, necessitating shifting of kitchen and sleeping areas. Once
settled four of us commenced a search for water Oust over the next proverbial hill).
Unfortunately Colin, our fearless leader mistook a "living" snowgum branch in his way as
"dead" and the resultant whip back of the branch caused a superficial but deep and nasty
cut to the back of his hand. Prompt and efficient first aid by Mike resulted in the wound
being cleaned , pulled together and firmly bandaged. Colin being Colin decided to
continue the walk, suffering obvious pain and inconvenience, in the usual "Bogong Boy"
manner. A good lesson was learnt by all in handling such an emergency. This
experience was in addition to previous walking emergencies discussed, such as acute
toothache, major backpack buckle breakage, snake bite and sunstroke.
Following breakfast of muesli, milk and coffee we left at Sam and successfully
navigated through the look-alike "Kerries" rocky range , past the novel sounding "The Cup
and Saucer Hill" to Mawson's Hut. A galvanised tin shed with traditional semi-attached
fireplace chimney maintained by the "Squirrels" Ski Club and built circa 1930, it had
nearby the bushwalker's luxury- a long drop lao- what luxury! That night we camped
alongside the Geehi River and several of the braver members skinny-dipped in the cold
clear water.
As we were well above the snowline the trees on the walk were mainly snowgums,
noted for their weird and wonderful twisted shapes. The flowers however were the main
feature, if you don't count the marshy grasses and shrubs intertwined with sphagnum
moss and hidden reeks. A profusion of yellow balls, buttons blue/violet/pink/red, white
bells, blue bells, alpines, beautiful heath with little white star shaped flowers carpeting the
rocks.
The accident to Colin's hand upset the orderly campsite work flow. He was the
chief washer-upperer. Those duties had to be shared between George and Ric who also
had the important water collecting and fire maintenance responsibilities. The V.I.P.
cooking role was magnificently handled by Bradley under the supervision of Chef Mike.
Each evening meal consisted of Soup of the Day with parmesan cheese and bacon bits.
Main course eg. Albacore Tuna with Noodles and Cheese plus cheese nut casserole and
sweets- always reconstituted dried fruit with custard. Tea/coffee and stories of the day
followed.
Friday's sunrise found us up and having breakfast - another fine day. After Ric
performed his daily APTC ritual (armpits, toes and crutch with baby wipes) we started the
long, steep ascent to Jagungal (or The Big Bogong) mountain (2061 m). A cheeky fox
peeped over the parapet of the summit as we climbed up the last rocky 100 metres for the
360° vista - superb. The first of many bushwalkers met us at the mountain. We were
now in the area where 'day-trippers' from Sydney etc. cou ld access the park. In fact the
next day we met an Adelaide girl camping and walking by herself.
Camp that night was near an old gold mine discovered in 1894 and we marvelled at
the incredible efforts needed to transport and install the massive machinery used to crush
the ore and drive the boilers. George decided he would not camp inside the Grey Mare
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hut but defy the elements in his tent. The forecasted thunderstorm did not come and it
was a hot, uncomfortable sleepless night for the hut dwellers wh ile George enjoyed the
peace, coolness and serenity of a good night's sleep ! Colin gently declined a Panadol
for his aching , swollen hand (Bloody stubborn fool) .
The next morning we laboured on until we reached the spectacular Valentine Falls.
After lunch and a swim (for the usual 2 hardy members) we tried to cross the river at the
base of the falls. However, the rapidly flowing water and lack of strategically placed
stepping stones forced us to climb the near vertical, dense scrub covered rocky mountain
side. Scratched, battered and ant-bitten we finally reached the top- exhausted . Once
again the three navigation experts excelled themselves in find ing a pin-in-a-haystack, in
this case a 4wheel drive track crossing the wilderness and leading to civilisation. In fact
this track proved to be very popular with Sydneysiders so we knew our journey was
ending.
Sunday brought our first scattered showers that only slightly inconvenienced our
last night's cooking -we have experienced mild weather on all our Bogong walks perhaps next year? We reached Guthega Power Station and the comfort of our vehicle
mid-morning with each person quietly enjoying the feeling of accomplishment in
successfully completing our hardest walk yet. Interestingly, on reflection, the main
recollections of this walk are not on the views but the hard slog through dense
undergrowth, the never-ending upward view of the track in front and the exhilaration of
rock-hopping and rock climbing. As one chum said , "The only thing we didn't try was
walking on water" .
However, life itself is a good leveller as we found out. Following lunch at
Jindabyne the weary travellers headed down the steep, unsealed, under repair mountain
road to a little town on the banks of a man-made lake, part of the Hume Dam, called
Tallangatta where we had our traditional "walk's end" celebration. What a meal we had!
How we suffered that night and all the next day! Diarrhoea had in a short time changed
five strong, tanned Bogong Boys to five pale shades of grey, weakened individuals. All
the way home, twelve hours - 1000 km, every township's toilets were invaded. Not a
pretty sight.
Fortunately, one member had a packet of 8 anti-diarrhoea tablets (minimum three
tablets required). It rem inded one of those seminar survival questions - who gets the
tablets- the young, the old, the injured, the?. What an ending to a great adventure! It
certainly proved the old adage "You are only as strong as your last meal".

Bradley Howell
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SLIDING AROUND SLEEPS HILL
Sunday 26 February 1995

It was a hot evening and there was a strong smell of underarm deodorant as thirty
people assembled in High Street cul-de-sac at Belair for a summer eco-walk.
Although there were many familiar faces it was a pleasure to welcome several new
members, including a couple from Minnesota who were anxiously scanning the horizon for
snow clouds. Fortunately none were visible and we set off confidently down the steep
rocky slopes.
Sleeps Hill Quarries were opened in 1916 as a source of quartzite (a hard form of
sandstone) used in the construction industry. In those days prospecting for stone was a
haphazard affair, unlike today where extensive drilling and testing is carried out before a
site is developed. Then, it was simply a matter of finding an outcrop of suitable rock in a
convenient position and opening up a quarry. However, in many cases the good stone
would peter out after a while and the quarry would be abandoned.
This is what happened at Sleeps Hill where a total of twelve quarries had to be
opened up to maintain a supply of suitable stone. Production was seriously curtailed
during the Depression and quarrying eventually ceased about 1950. The quarries are
now within a reserve managed by Mitcham City Council and an interpretive trail has been
set up, with the help of the Department of Mines and Energy.
This was the trail over which we stumbled, slid and panted on that sweltering
February evening. Although the trail is well marked and is not difficult there are a few
tricky spots: at a couple of places it follows the edge of a quarry with a sheer drop below
and there is a steep and slippery descent.
Many of the quarries have interpretive signs which explain the geology and
demonstrate how the rocks have been folded and tilted by earth movements.
The area contains a complex mixture of vegetation, ranging from the noxious
through the exotic to the acceptable.
It is also a good spot to view native birdlife
although, with thirty people sweating and slithering all over the place, there was not much
in evidence on this occasion. An early morning visit is apparently the best time to view
the wildlife.
A complete circuit of the quarries, following the trailmarkers, took about 1% hours
and most people felt that in view of the heat that was about enough.
Afterwards we enjoyed a good value smorgasbord at the Belair Hotel where our
gifted and talented leader was showered with praise and complimented on his impressive
organisational abilities.
Note: A leaflet describing the quarries and the walking trail is available from the
Department of Mines and Energy, 191 Greenhill Road, Parkside, at a cost of 50 cents.
Jon Selby
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SERIOUS WALKERS WANTED
Last season a two man team walked from Cape Jervois and headed to Parachilna.
Unfortunately we picked the driest winter for eighteen odd years and simply ran out of
water, causing us to back off at Willochra.
Being optimistic we are hoping it will rain some more so we can finish the walk
during the July school holidays.
If any walkers are interested in joining in they are welcome to contact me at 08 885
24430 or John Crouch, Stansbury, 5582.
We envisage the walk as follows:
2 days
5-6 days
5-6 days

Willochra to Hawker
Hawker to Wilpena
Wilpena to Parachilna

If interested in any stage or the lot then make contact for details.
you may enjoy it and decide to walk home!

You never know

John Crouch

WANTED URGENTLY!

A TREASURER FOR THE FRIENDS

Not necessarily a qualified accountant.
We have a book-keeper who does most the routine work.
Phone the Office on 212 6299 or Arthur Smith on 2616746
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***COME JOIN US***

Celebrate the Sesquicentenary of

BURRA
Friday 14th to Sunday 16th July 1995
2 long walks
Accommodation Redruth Old Court House
Saturday evening dinner at a local hotel
Leader Michael Fretwell
COST $90.00

Cost includes
•
•
•
•
•

Return bus
Friday evening meal on bus
Breakfast Saturday and Sunday
Lunch Saturday and Sunday
Dinner Saturday evening

Deposit of $35.00 required by 28th April.
Bookings now open at The Office, Friends of the Heysen & Other Walking Trails, 10 Pitt
Street. Adelaide or telephone 212 6299.
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TRAIL MAINTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT REPORT
Well the walking season is upon us again, with the stirring of bush walking boots
and wide brimmed hats, the hearty bushwalkers are preparing to assault the trail again.
So the need for a safe and well marked trail is a very important and essential ingredient,
to enable our members to enjoy this healthy recreational activity.
Whether it is a leisurely day walk or the more ambitious long distance trek, the
bushwalker requires and expects a well marked and maintained trail. This is always the
ambition and goal set by your Maintenance Section Leaders and maintenance volunteers
who strive to provide this important support service. As you will all know, due to the
enormity of the job it takes continuous service and organisation to maintain and preserve
the Heysen Trail.
The first weekend in each month during the walking season is dedicated to
regular maintenance of the Trail.
Section Leader Peter Hill conducted the first of these maintenance weekends for
the month of April in his area. This covers Boat Harbour Creek to Back Valley Road.
Peter was ably assisted by a great team consisting of Colin Biggs, Alvin and Kath Whittle,
David and Janine Marshall, Andrew Ramsay and Michael Tilley. They worked over this
weekend from Waitpinga Camp Ground to the intersection of Range and Waitpinga
Roads, also from Tunkalilla Beach to Boat Harbour Creek, bringing the trail up to
standard.
WEEKEND MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME
May
Saturday 6th and Sunday 7th. Work will be carried out in the area Moon Hill to
Hindmarsh Tiers Road. Section Leader Paul Carruthers.
June
Saturday 3rd and Sunday 4th. Work will be carried out in the area Piccadilly to
Norton Summit. Section Leader Liz O'Shea.
Maintenance volunteers we will need your help. If you can attend any of these
days please phone the office and register your name and contact phone number in the
Weekend Maintenance Programme Book. We will advise you of full details either then or
by phone, prior to the day.
Thank you all , for your time and continuing efforts.
Regards,
lan Jays,
Project Officer.
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MAINTENANCE VOLUNTEER SECTION LEADERS

1.

Cape Jervis to Boat Harbour Creek

2.

Boat Harbour Creek to Back Valley Road

3,

Back Valley Road to Moon Hill

4.

Moon Hill to Hindmarsh Tiers Road

5.

Hindmarsh Tiers Road to Black Fellows
Creek Road

6,

Black Fellows Creek Rd to Glen Bold

7.

Glen Bold to Piccadilly

8.

Piccadilly to Norton Summit

9.

Norton Summit to Cudlee Creek

10,

Cudlee Creek to Bethany

11 .

Bethany to Peters Hill

12.

Peters Hill to Spalding

13.

Spalding to Hughs Gap

14.

Hughs Gap to Mt. Brown

Or Tim Stokes Fleurieu Branch
085 582622
Peter Hill
H 085 565213
Thelma Anderson
H 2784420
Paul Carruthers
H 336 1889
Bob Verall and Jim Pearce
H 3828577 H 2765190
w 3725170 w 3725169
Colin Malcolm
H 3822194
Jamie Shephard, Nev Southgate
H 3386223
H 3642191
w 3731422
W4104344
Liz O'Shea (WEA Ramblers)
H 3521636
Shirley Tavendar,Arthur Smith
H 3373692
H 2616746
Doug Leane
H 433388
Joyce Heinjus
H 085 252054 W 085 622022
Fax 085 252271
Hugh Greenhill Burra Branch
H 088 438115
Ray Griffith
Mobile 015 973 955
Vacant

15.

Mr. Brown to Hawker

Vacant

16.

Hawker to Wilpena

Vacant

17.

Wilpena to Parachilna

Shayne Reschke Leigh Creek
Branch
H 086 752885 W 086 754332

Project Officer

lan Jays

Office 212 6299 H 356 2220
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THE BEGINNERS BACKPACKING COURSE
It all started when I enrolled my husband and myself as members of the Friends of
the Heysen Trail.
We enjoyed a few 'intra' walks but my curiosity developed as to
trekking and camping.
My husband's curiosity did not extend that far, and, as I always want 5 star hotel
accommodation complete with spa when I travel, he could not envisage either of us
surviving a night in the 'wild'. However, there listed in the program, was a backpacking
training course.
It wouldn't hurt to find out what was involved, would it? I made a few enquiries at
the Friends of the Heysen Trail Office. There were to be two evenings in the Scout Shop
followed by a weekend practical. Couldn't we attend the evenings just to see what was
involved in the equipment requ ired for a weekend trek?
Husband was concerned that we would be required to buy equipment that would
probably never be used again. He was not convinced that I would be able to leave
without buying most of the shop.
Well, we did attend the two evenings at the Scout Shop. Both evenings were
friendly and informative. One evening was to explain the equipment and the second
evening explained food and cooking hints. There was no 'hard sell' and we were not
pressured into attending the practical weekend. I couldn't resist.
Following the second meeting in the Scout Shop, we were invited to dine at a
restaurant to give us the opportunity to meet further with the other beginners and
The relaxed
experienced walkers planning on completing the practical weekend.
gathering gave us the opportunity to ask further questions and be reassured of the
experience before us.
The big day arrived. There was no turning back. It was only one night that we
would be sleeping away from the comforts of home. We would finish the walk by midafternoon Sunday.
Thankfully, Mark Darter, our leader, arranged for camp gear hire. At least there
would not be an expensive outlay to satisfy my curiosity. I had filled the large boot of our
car with what I thought we would need for the weekend. Husband reminded me that I
always pack too much when I go travelling, and this time we would be carrying it all on our
backs - for two days! Well, I thought, once we got our rucksacks we could sort out what
we needed and leave the rest in the boot.
Our walk started where the Heysen trail leaves the Bethany Road, just south of
Tanunda. The walk was to follow the trail into the range, do a detour of the Kaiser Stuhl
Conservation Park, then on to the campsite in the Mount Crawford Forest. The following
day we were to walk back along the eastern f,lank of the forest, complete a descent from
the range at the Krondorf Winery (no tastings please) and return to our cars just near
T anunda by way of the back roads.
Our advisers helped us pack the rucksacks and we were on our way. It was a mild
morning as we began the gentle climb. We appreciated the regular stops. It gave us a
chance to take in the view, get used to our packs, take a drink and be reassured by the
many experienced walkers there to help us, that we were doing well and would 'survive'.
The trek was tailored satisfactorily to the beginners varying fitness levels.
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Just as we arrived at the campsite, light rain began to fall. Well , no one has found
a way to control the weather. It wasn't all that difficult to set up camp. There was ample
time to show us how to pitch our tents and to use our superb little camp ovens before
darkness fell.
The rain cleared and we took our stoves to the well-prepared campfire edge to cook
our evening meals and enjoy a great evening, but who was it that threw the much sought
after log seat on the camp fire?
After we all retired to our tents the rain returned. The wind gusting against the tent
reminded me of the films on the Antarctic explorers. We were not kept awake by the
usual urban sounds of teenage pop music, outdoor parties, dogs barking, cats fighting or
the local lads' attempts at street speedway/rally driving. The peace was worth carrying
our accommodation on our backs. I didn't miss the electric blanket, room heater or TV. I
do admit a soak in the spa might have been enjoyable though.
I awoke to light misty rain but the gusty wind had gone. How does one go to the
toilet in the rain? The tents proved to be well designed, warm, dry and strong. The
misty rain stopped by the time everyone had finished cooking breakfast, It was time to
pack the gear for the trek home. Turtles and snails are really quite well designed when
you think about it. Who was it that said the rucksack would weigh less the second day?
As we headed down out of the high country, the trek continued to provide beautiful
views, flora, fauna and historic building sites. We arrived back at our starting points,
tired, but proud of ourselves. We had done it! We had carried all our requirements,
camped out and trekked 25 kilometres.
It took a couple of days to recharge our middle-aged batteries but the experience
was worthwhile.
It was a well-organised trip, exceptionally good company and very
educational for the inexperienced back packer.
We can recommend an inexpensive weekend besides two worthwhile introductory
evenings to backpacking, provided by the experienced volunteer members of the Friends
of the Heysen Trail. Isn't that right, husband?

Kris and John Filsel

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

I am keen to walk the Heysen Trail from Deep Creek to Mount Lofty, possibly in late
April, and would like to hear from any other women who would be interested in joining me.
I can be contacted on 278 5266.

Sorita Sawyer
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TRAIL ACCOMMODATION
Another Hut Restoration Project for accommodation on the Heysen Trail is nearing
completion.
What was not much more than a pile of rubble at Peters Hill, on the
property of James Huppatz, has been lovingly restored by people from the Byron Place
Community Centre under the supervision of Greg Lowe.
The original dwelling was built by Christian and Elise Marschall, who with their eight
children arrived from Bubow Lower Lusatia, Germany, in 1854.
This is one of a number of huts to be opened shortly. The work is being done for
the Department of Rec. & Sport, with most of the funding provided by a grant from the
Community Department of Health.
We are hoping to make Marschall's hut the focus of a Friends walk in July.

Arthur Smith

Marschall's Hut, Peters Hill, before renovation.
Left to right, Eric Felgate from Adelaide Central Mission,
James Huppatz, property owner, and Andrew Moylan from Rec. SA
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Marschall's Hut with renovations almost complete.

APRIL & MAY WALKING PROGRAMME

23rd April

Sunday

Kuitpo - Medium Circuit walk
Come 'N Try Walking
Leader Colin Edwards

14th May

Sunday

Introductory walk - Short
Montacute Conservation Park
Leader Arthur Smith

28th May

Sunday

North side Friends walk -long
Leader Maureeen Morris

28th May

Sunday

Friends Walk -long
Boatharbour Creek - Deep Creek
Leader- Peter Hill
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WALKING REPORT

After a very successful season of summer walking we are now eager to commence
our programme for the coming year.
A great deal of interest has been shown for our Easter weekend at Parachilna.
Michael Fretwell has planned the walks in the Mt. Elkington and Blinman Pools areas.
Walkers can be assured of a fun time in the beautiful Flinders Ranges.
Colin Edwards will be leading a walk in the Kuitpo area in April as part of Come 'N
Try Walking on Sunday 23rd April. This will be a medium circuit walk of approximately
four hours duration. If you have any friends who have not yet joined the Friends of The
Heysen Trail this may be a good opportunity for them to join us on a walk and find out
what it is all about.
Bookings are now being taken for the Surra weekend from Friday 14th to Sunday
16th July. Our theme is "Come Join Us" to celebrate the Sesquicentenary of Surra.
Michael Fretwell, our leader, has been busy doing "reces" and we intend to make this a
fully catered weekend, transport being by bus to and from Surra. Book early for this one
as Surra is a very popular venue.
Later in the year we will be running another weekend for beginner backpackers.
This year we will be requesting that people who have intentions of participating be
required to have completed three long Heysen Friends Walks as a day walker. This
weekend will essentially be for people who have established competence in day walking.
Walkers will be expected to supply their own gear for overnight. The office will be able to
advise on places where some items can be hired. Bringing this to the notice of readers
early should give interested persons time to prepare.
If people are interested in walking the full Heysen Trail names and locations of huts
along the Heysen are available from the Office. We now have a number of huts offering
a dry spot to stay overnight. Some of them are lock up and information regarding keys
can be given to persons who would like to use them. These huts where walkers can stay
at no cost can also be used for overnights on weekend walks. Plan a weekend with a
few friends in the Flinders Ranges, Mr. Lofty Ranges or the Tothills and stay overnight in
a hut. It can be great fun. The Office will be able to give walkers the names of Section
Leaders if more information is needed abut the terrain in any particular area. Walking
the full Heysen Trail can be a challenging experience and well worth while.
The 1995 programme has finally been completed and details are available in this
issue of Trailwalker. We hope to see you on many of these walks.
April is the beginning of the official walking season so polish up your boots, air out
the backpacks, check out the water bottles, wet weather gear, compasses and maps and
get ready for a fun year.
Sadie Leupold
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WALKING PROGRAMME 1995
Introductory Walks: Second Sundays of the month May to November:

14th May
11th June
9th July
13th August
1Oth September
8th October
12th November

Leader Arthur Smith
Leader Colin Edwards
Leaders Liz Barry and Wendy Phillips
Leader Bradley Howell
Leader Marlene Edwards
Leader Neville Southgate

Friends walks: Fourth Sunday of the month May to November
28th
28th
25th
25th

May
May
June
June

Leader
Leader
Leader
Leader

Maureen Morris
Peter Hill
Gunther Schmitz
Jon Selby

23rd July
23rd July

Leader Arthur Smith
Leader Colin Edwards

27th August
27th August

Leader Sue Croser
Leader Sadie Leupold

24th September
24th September

Leader lan Robertson
Leader Gilbert Baker

22nd October
22nd October

Leader Jamie Shephard
Leader Chris Bagley

26th November
26th November

Leader Ric Trutwin
Leader Jennifer Dow

Special Walk:
30th July

"Hilltops" - Ramble with Jamie Shephard

Weekends:
14th, 15th & 16th April

Parachilna - Leader Michael Fretwell

14th, 15th & 16th July

Surra "Come Join Us" - Leader Michael Fretwell

8th, 9th & 1Oth September

Melrose "Remarkable Weekend" - Leaders Colin Edwards
and Sadie Leupold
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History of the Heysen Trail
by Warren Bonython

For the benefit of new members, we reprint the early history of the Heysen Trail, as
published in Trailwalker, 1987.
Part 1

It is now 18 years since the Heysen Trail was conceived; the first 9, under the
State Planning Authority, were a period of enthusiastic planning changing to frustration;

the second 9,

under the Department of Recreation & Sport, have been a period of steady building of the trail and further
promotion of the idea behind it.

The conception came in 1969.

At that time a network of walking trails was being established in the

Adelaide Hills by the National Fitness Council. Mindful of the long-distance walking trails then coming into
vogue overseas - in America the 3,200-km Appalachian Trail and the 4,000-km Pacific Crest Trail, and in
Britain the 400-km Pennine Way - I suggested at a National Trust symposium in July of that year that there
was now scope for one in South Australia . I was thinking in the context of a trail in the Mount Lofty Ranges,
but I also carried fresh in my mind the memory of my trek, completed the year before, along the full length
of the Flinders Ranges. The end result was a combination of the two.

Even if it had been conceded that my suggestion had merit it still might have languished unimplemented for
years had it not happened that a Minister of the Crown, the Han. Murray Hill, MLC, attended that symposium
and heard what I said .
Government.

It is to his eternal credit that he latched on to the idea and took it up with his

The sequel, coming out of a Cabinet edict, was the formation in early 1970 of a body called

the Long Distance Trail Committee.

Its remit was to investigate and develop a walking and horse-riding

trail of length and general route now well known to us.
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Part 2

The Chainnan of the Long Distance Trail Committee in 1970 was the Surveyor-General, George Kennedy,
and the members were Stuart Hart, Albert Simpson and I.

(After Kennedy retired in 1971 I became

Chainnan for the committee's remaining seven years of existence).

So at the beginning, full of fervour and hope, we settled down to planning and establishing the trail under
the legislative umbrella of the Planning and Development Act, supported by the staff and financial
resources of the State Planning Authority. We decided to concentrate initially on a route for walking only.

An early task was to find a name.

There is no single geographical name for the geologically-

contemporaneous Mount Lofty Ranges and Flinders Ranges areas, nor was it easy to identify any one
individual - explorer or prominent citizen - in South Australian history whose name could meaningfully be
linked with both areas.

However, we then thought of Sir Hans Heysen, the great artist, who had perfected

the artistic rendering of the gum-tree in the Mount Lofty Ranges and had then brought the glories of the
Flinders Ranges to the world's notice.

Not a formal bushwalker. Heysen could be a most energetic walker

.n pursuit of his work.

With "Heysen· as the proper name we next looked for the type name among "Trail", "Way" and "Track".
"Trail" had an American connotation and "Way" a restricted English usage.

"Track" alone seemed

appropriately Australian, but it was compromised in applications like Birdsville Track - a road for motor
vehicles.

We wanted above all a route characteristically free from motorized transport, so "Trail" was

finally chosen.

C. Warren Bonython
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TRAIL MAINTENANCE+ WALKING+ NEW FRIENDS

=

A GREAT WEEKEND

Seven volunteers (names are listed .in the Trail Maintenance article) spent time
over the weekend on the Boat Harbour Creek to Back Valley Road Section of the Trail
under the direction of Section Leader Peter Hill and wife, Pollyanne.
We had a most enjoyable time. Peter had everything well organised and even did
some work! (see front cover). Possibly the most difficult task was carrying gear to where
it was needed but with nine of us to share the load even that was not too difficult. On the
plus side we made new friends, had some laughs, walked a new area and discovered the
luxurious new Stringybark camp site. Add the satisfaction of a job well done and you can
see why we had a good time.
If you would like to try it for yourselves contact the Office,
from you.

lan would love to hear

Kath Whittle

Colin Biggs stabilises a loose post ably supervised by,
left to right, Alvin Whittle Janine Marshall, Peter Hill
and David Marshall.
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